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who we are

KDIGITAL is a creative and technology company founded in 2019 by Isman as a
Founder and CEO who passionated in technology, creative and marketing over 10
years helping various brand & industries .

Vision
Be a valued company.

Mission
Being a trusted and valuable company.
Keep the ball rolling by improving the service
solutions.
Creating useful products in order to help
partners to grow their business.

Goals
To continue to help customers find the best solutions through technology and create
sustainable product solutions.

We help customers to find best solution for their homework
through creative technology.
Services and Products
Games Design and Development
Web Design and Development
Mobile Application Design and
Development
Security and Penetration Test
Server and Website Optimization

Online Learning Tutoring
Platform
Activation Analytics (Event On
Ground)
Tara Platform Loyalty Reward
with Blockchain Technology

SOME CLIENTS & PARTNERS WHO'S USING KDIGITAL SERVICES

DISCLAIMER :
The brands above are clients who use products and services from PT. Kertas Digital Indonesia (KDIGITAL).
Currently these brands are not familiar with our product Tara Platform since not published yet, but it is not
impossible for us to collaborate with them in the future.

OUR LEGAL STANDING
You can also check validity of this document from Investment ministry of
Indonesia.

founders

Isman Ramadhan Sitorus
Chief Executive Officer of Group of KDIGITAL
10+ years experience in technology, creative and marketing industry and
enthusiast with cryptocurrency portfolio and blockchain technology.

Aldy Putra Dwitama
Chief Technology Officer of Tara Platform
5+ years experience as a full stack web and mobile applicaton developer, AI,
Machine Learning and blockchain enthusiast.

founders

Agung Trilaksono Suwarto Putra
Technology Advisor

Nuruddin Fachmi
Business Development Advisor

Scope of Tara
According to the Bond Loyalty Report,
where 280 loyalty programs across all
industries are described, in 2017, only 50%
of all members were active. Notably, onefifth of these 50 percent had never
redeemed their rewards. The first and
foremost reasons for these inefficiencies is
the lack of uniform management systems
across loyalty and rewards programs,
which confuses customers.
One of the popular business approaches
to addressing the low points redeem rate
is cooperating with other businesses to
offer interchangeability of the reward
points within the joint scope of services. In
particular, they are required to maintain
the accounting aspect of the loyalty
points, where each party has to audit
transactions and secure data from
fraudulent attacks. With this regard, joint
loyalty programs can quickly become a
complex and expensive effort.
Therefore, challenges and pain points for
retailers are the costs associated with
establishing, operating, and securing
loyalty points programs, low redeem rate
of earned loyalty points, customers finding
the signup process overly complex, and
the vital need to secure the data
associated with the programs from hacker
attacks or altering account balances.

Our approach – tokenization as a way
forward
Tokenization is the process of transformation of rights to an asset into a digital token
on a blockchain. It provides a way to enable efficient ownership transfer and
secondary market in the retail industry.
Tokenized loyalty programs go way beyond classic plastic cards approach and take
businesses to the next level of customer interaction without intermediaries.
As a blockchain-based ecosystem with its own loyalty platform, TaraToken gives
brands a chance to build their own applications within their system. Customers, as
usual, earn rewards for their purchases; these rewards, however, are then tokenized.
This allows customers to redeem rewards with any business on the platform that
accepts this token. This solution provides for a higher flexibility, compared with
traditional loyalty programs while also giving brands greater access to all customers
within the ecosystem.

Tara PLATFORM ( $XTRA )– an innovative
software solution
Tara Platform ($XTRA) allows creating your own tailored solution for the tokenized
loyalty points programs with the necessary set of features and a secondary market for
customers to trade. Distributed Lab, utilizing the benefits of blockchain, provides the
ability to create a fully integrated solution.
Tokenization of loyalty points creates a brand-new market for secondary trading
between customers;
Tokenized loyalty points issued on the blockchain can be transferable and
tradable, unlike their ancestors;
The company can issue specific tokens for different types of customers;
Using tokenized loyalty points makes it easier for the customer to receive a reward
compared to regular centralized solutions.

Key Benefits of Tara platform
Values that Tara platform brings to IT operations:
Transparency. The $XTRA-based tokenization platform brings full transparency to
the trading process.
Immutability of ledgers. A perfectly auditable record of transaction activity that
cannot be forged or altered.
Built-in decentralized exchange. Any token issued on the $XTRA-based platform
can be bought and sold immediately on an internal decentralized exchange using
the native offer mechanism.

Instant transfers. Ability to transfer loyalty tokens to anyone in real time.
Low entry barrier. $XTRA allows building a reliable ecosystem for a wide range of
business with minimal efforts.
Full control provided by a high-level security.

Values that TaraToken platform is bringing to business :
A secondary market for tokenized loyalty points;
Fast time to market;
Predictable total cost of ownership;
Providing transparency for both issuance company and customers;
Traceability of customers’ transactions and purchasing behavior.

Development plan and timeline
Q3 2021
Presale on Unicrypt
DEX Listing on Pancake Swap
Unroll Marketing Plan
Submitting to CoinGecko after 500 holders
Start development TARA Dapps Loyalty Rewards for MVP
Start development TARA Coin Vote App
Build API Integration Services for Other Platform (for example
plugins for eCommerce & Point of Sale Platform)
Develop Community (Local & Global Community)
Updating Company Data to Indonesia Government Public
Service as a Company Who Running Blockchain on Our
Services.
do Some Simple Audit for Smartcontract.
Launch TARA Platform Blog

Q4 2021
Approaching Global CEX Listing
Launch Android Alpha Version of TARA Dapps
Loyalty Rewards Application.
Launch Beta Version of API & TARA
eCommerce Plugins.
Launch Beta Version TARA Coin Vote
Launch Beta Version TARA Online Monitoring
Tools
Launch TARA Platform New Website
Launch Corporate New Website
Listed on CoinGecko
Listed on Coin Market Cap

Q1 2022
do Blockchain Certification Security (CERTIK)
do KYC Compliance
Approaching Local CEX Listing
do Market Penetration & Implementation with
Local Store.

BEYOND
Continues development of Tara crypto and
technologies for better future assets.

CORE TEAM WALLET
13.7%

CONTRACT PRESALE FEE
0.9%

PRE-SALE
50%
DEX LISTING
35.4%

*IMPORTANT NOTICE*
DEX LIQUIDITY & CORE TEAM WALLET LOCKED FOR 1 YEAR

TOKEN NAME

XTRA TOKEN

TOTAL SUPPLY

1.000.000.000.000

TOKEN TICKER

XTRA

DEX LIQUIDITY

107.286.580.747

TECHNOLOGY

BEP-20 (BSC)

PRE-SALE SUPPLY

144.990.616.790

TOKEN TYPE

Deflationary Token

CORE TEAM WALLET

137.480.000.000

UNICRYPT FEE
BURN

9.481.180.000
600,761,622,463

TOKENOMICS SECURITY PROTOCOL
To assist the stability of $XTRA price action as well as provide transparency and
traceability for investors, the Development/Marketing and Innovation Fund wallets
are secured through multi-signature wallet technology. Signatures on the multisignature wallets will be managed by Tara executives who have publicly disclosed
their identity.
Additionally, all outgoing transactions are tracked live on the Tara platform, ensuring
that investors are able to maintain accountability over the use and value of
investments made by Tara management for the Tara ecosystem.
Development and Marketing Multi-Signature Wallets (3 signatures)
This wallet is maintained in XTRA/BUSD/BNB
Innovation Fund Multi-Signature Wallets (5 signatures)
This wallet is maintained in XTRA/BUSD/BNB

REVENUE AND EXPENSE
Revenue for the Tara ecosystem is derived from a 8% transaction tax.
The tax is broken down into four specific categories:
3% reflection reward to all $XTRA holders
4% tax is distributed to the charity & marketing wallet
1% tax is distributed to burn wallet

ICO ISSUING MODE
Pre-Sale Funds Allocation

PRE-SALE

TARGET

SOFTCAP

50 BNB

HARDCAP

500 BNB

Deflationary
Decreases in total supply every time a token transfer happens. A percentage of the
transferred amount will be burned with every transfer.

Liquidity Lock
1 year liquidity lock on DxLocker.

Reward, Burn & Charity Mechanism
3% reflection reward to all $XTRA holders
4% tax is distributed to the charity & marketing wallet
1% tax is distributed to burn wallet

CONTRACT
$XTRA (BEP20)

0x5F02C4Dcb270999282b850Caa47Af749Ce49FE00

$XTRA(ERC20) & (Polygon)

Coming soon

Charity & Marketing Wallet

0xdf51ec2c6145166e00a7877b40d35804b5f51039

Dev Wallet / Contract Creator

0x7767Ec7a96e65A64Ccb8e7FbC88f80Ad1A41886c

Unicrypt Vesting Locked 1 Year

https://bscscan.com/token/0x5F02C4Dcb270999282
b850Caa47Af749Ce49FE00?
a=0xeaed594b5926a7d5fbbc61985390baaf936a6b8
d

LP Locked 1 Year

https://app.unicrypt.network/amm/pancakev2/pair/0xaF6B13Db58D528B144e7A6D245A6C26C
a5D8FE1E

DISCLAIMER
No Investment Advice
The information provided in this whitepaper or on the Tara platform does not
constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of
advice and you should not treat any of the website's content as such. Tara does not
recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Conduct
your own due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any
investment decisions.

Accuracy of Information
Tara will strive to ensure accuracy of information listed on the website although it will
not hold any responsibility for any missing or wrong information. Tara provides all
information as is. You understand that you are using any and all information available
on the Tara platform at your own risk.

Non Endorsement
The appearance of third party advertisements and hyperlinks on Tara does not
constitute an endorsement, guarantee, warranty, or recommendation by Tara.
Conduct your own due diligence before deciding to use any third party services.
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